DISH TV HD PACKAGE RECHARGE - DISH TV RECHARGE
- RECHARGE DISH TV

Dish TV HD
Distvrechargepack.com is the largest home service of Asia that is offering all the channels and
packages offered by Dish TV Recharge. This recharge service is offering more than 400+ channels
that are comprised on more than 50 HD channels. This dish TV has exceptional HD quality and
amazing sound system that makes your life full of entertainment and fun.
The Dish TV HD has all kinds of packages; such as, add-on packages, SD Packages and HD
packages Pakistan.
Here is a list of DISH TV HD Packages;
HD Royale Pack
SWAGAT HD Pack
Titanium HD pack
Maxi Sports HD Pack
Super Family HD Pack
Super Sports HD Pack
As far as the quality is concerned, this Dish TV Offers the best quality packages. In DTH ultra plan,
it offers 175 channels and ultra plan focuses on 180 + channels.
The cost of these packages is also very economical and one can easily afford them. For Dish TV
Recharge in Pakistan, you can call on the numbers given. Here are some of the ways for recharging
the plan and packs;
Official website: You can simply recharge the plan with the help of visiting website that your
service provider gives.
Wallet: There are many online platforms and portals for recharging the plan with the help of
wallet. With the help of some offers and discount, this facility can easily be availed. By selecting
the wallet and DTH plan, it can easily be recharged. For recharging the operator, you can select
a specific operator.
Offline: There are many offline dealers that you can visit and recharge the plan. These retailers
charge some RS and then they recharge it as soon as possible.
For any issue and problem, you can contact the customer care of dish TV. For any issue, you can
whatsapp at 001 929 3123286. If mobile is registered, then you can easily send message to whastapp
at the same number. The agent will always will available for your help.
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There are many recharge offers in this dish TV recharge. The top three of direct to home are
mentioned below;
These packages are;
HD Packages Recharge
SD Packages Recharge
Add-Ons Package
The channels included in SD package recharge are;
Swagat SD Pack
Titanium SD Pack
Maxi Sports SD Pack
Super Family SD Pack
Super Sports SD Pack
The channels included in Add-On Pack are;
Dish TV Royale HD Pack: costs only $17
Marathi HD: costs $3.00
Top Scorer HD: costs $3.00
Bangla HD: $3.00
English Cricket HD: $3.00
Hindi Cricket HD: $3.00
All Hindi HD: $5.00
Hindi Entertainment HD: $3.00

#dish tv #dish tv recharge #dish tv recharge uae #dish tv recharge dubai #dish tv uae #dish tv
dubai #dish tv recharge pack #dish tv instant recharge #dish tv hd packages #dish tv packages
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